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a b s t r a c t

As more features are introduced in pattern recognition and machine learning applications, feature se-
lection remains a critically important task to find the most compact representation of data, especially in
unsupervised learning scenarios without enough class labels. Although there are a number of un-
supervised feature selection methods in the literature, most of existing methods only focus on using
conventional distances (e.g., Euclidean distance) to measure the similarity between two samples, which
could not capture the dynamic structure of data due to the static characteristics of conventional dis-
tances. To reflect the dynamic structure of data, in this paper, we propose a set of effective distance-based
feature selection methods, where a probabilistically motivated effective distance is used to measure the
similarity of samples. Specifically, we first develop a sparse representation-based algorithm to compute
the effective distance. Then, we propose three new filter-type unsupervised feature selection methods
using effective distance, including an effective distance-based Laplacian Score (EDLS), and two effective
distance-based Sparsity Scores (i.e., EDSS-1, and EDSS-2). Experimental results of clustering and classi-
fication tasks on a series of benchmark data sets show that our effective distance-based feature selection
methods can achieve better performance than conventional methods using Euclidean distance.

& 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In many pattern recognition and machine learning applications,
the number of features (or variables) is becoming much higher,
and is even higher than that of the observations [1–6]. For ex-
ample, there are usually tens of thousands of features in neuroi-
maging data, and the number of subjects is very limited, which is
called the small-sample-size problem [7]. In the literature, feature
selection (or variable selection) has been shown effective in sol-
ving the small-sample-size problem by reducing feature dimen-
sion to eliminate noisy or redundant features, and, thus, can help
improve learning performances and facilitate data understanding
[8–14].

According to the different using of class labels, existing feature
selection methods can be divided into two groups [15–18], i.e.,
supervised feature selection methods and unsupervised ones.
Specifically, supervised feature selection methods require full class
labels for training samples, while it is usually difficult or costly to
obtain enough class labels, especially in the case with many ca-
tegories [19–23]. In contrast, unsupervised feature selection
methods that do not need any class label information have re-
ceived much attention in recent years [12,24–26]. In general, most
.

of existing unsupervised feature selection methods use conven-
tional distances (e.g., Euclidean distance) to measure the similarity
between two samples. For example, Gao et al. [27] proposed a
hypergraph-based 3D object retrieval method and achieved state-
of-the-art results, by using Euclidean distance as the similarity
measure. However, since conventional distances only focus on the
magnitude of similarity between a pair of samples, they cannot
reflect the dynamic structure information of original data, which
may lead to sub-optimal performance for subsequent learning
tasks.

Recently, a probabilistically motivated distance measure called
effective distance is proposed to reflect the dynamic structure of
data [28], with an illustration shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a), there is a
graph with three nodes with equal weight quantified by gray ar-
rows. In Fig. 1(b), we compute the probability P(n|m) of a random
walker at node m of moving to n, where the magnitude of this
probability is indicated by the line width. For example, the prob-
ability P(B|A) of a random walker at node A of moving to node B is
defined as 1/6, where the number 6 denotes the connection
number of node A to the other nodes. From Fig. 1(b), one can see
that a random walker starting at A has a smaller probability (i.e., P
(B|A)¼1/6) of going to B than vice versa, while that starting at C
has a larger probability (i.e., P(B|C)¼1) of going to B than vice
versa. In the definition of effective distance [28], a small prob-
ability P(n|m) denotes that the effective distance from note m to
node n is long, and vice versa. Compared to conventional
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Fig. 1. Graphical explanation of effective distance. (a) Consider a graph with three nodes with equal edge weight quantified by gray arrows. (b) We can compute the
probability P(n|m) of a randomwalker at node m of moving to n. Note that the magnitude of these probabilities is indicated by the line width. For example, a randomwalker
starting at A has a smaller probability of going to B than vice versa, while that starting at C has a larger probability of going to B than vice versa.
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geographic distance, effective distance helps in revealing hidden
pattern geometry of data, by considering underlying dynamic
structure information of data [28]. Intuitively, replacing conven-
tional Euclidean distance with such effective distance can bring
dynamic information to learning tasks, and thus, may help pro-
mote the learning performance. To the best of our knowledge, no
previous work has adopted such effective distance as similarity
measure in feature selection domain.

Accordingly, in this paper, we propose a set of effective dis-
tance-based feature selection methods, by replacing conventional
distance with effective distance. To be specific, we first develop a
sparse representation-based algorithm to construct a bi-direc-
tional network, in order to obtain the effective distance. Then, we
develop three novel unsupervised filter-type feature selection
methods by using such effective distance, including an effective
distance-based Laplacian Score (EDLS), and two effective distance-
based Sparsity Scores (i.e., EDSS-1, and EDSS-2). Experimental re-
sults on a series of benchmark data sets demonstrate the efficacy
of our methods. The major contributions of this paper are two-
fold. First, we propose a novel effective distance computation
method by using sparse representation, which can take advantage
of the global property of data. Second, we develop three un-
supervised feature selection methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1 and EDSS-
2) by using effective distance as the similarity measure.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first briefly
introduce some background information on feature selection and
the effective distance in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose a
sparse representation-based algorithm for computing the effective
distance, and then develop three new filter-type feature selection
methods by using such effective distance. Afterwards, we elabo-
rate the experiments and comparative results in Section 4. Finally,
we draw conclusion and point out future research directions in
Section 5.
2. Related work

2.1. Feature selection

In general, existing feature selection methods can be roughly
categorized into two groups, including 1) filter-type feature se-
lection methods, and 2) wrapper-type feature selection methods
[29]. Specifically, with a pre-defined learning algorithm, Wrapper-
type methods aim to find an optimal feature subset by evaluating
the performance of each candidate feature subset [30–33]. Hence,
wrapper-type methods often achieve better performance in terms
of accuracy than filter-type methods, but are usually computa-
tionally more expensive [34]. In contrast, filter-type methods in-
volve no learning algorithm, and select features according to
mutual information, correlation, or other criteria [35–39]. In
practice, filter-type methods are usually adopted due to their
simplicity and computational efficiency, especially in the case with
high-dimensional features [40,41]. Among various filter-type fea-
ture selection methods, feature ranking methods remain popular
in machine learning and pattern recognition domains. Specifically,
feature ranking methods consider features individually and
achieve a ranked list of selected features ordered by their im-
portance [42–45]. Thus, feature ranking methods are usually
computationally more efficient and are very scalable to data sets
with huge number of samples and high dimensionality [2,37,46].
In this work, we focus on filter-type feature selection methods. In
the literature, Variance [47], Laplacian Score [48], Fisher Score [47],
Constraint Score [17] and Sparsity Score [49] are typical feature
ranking algorithms. In the following, we briefly introduce several
feature ranking methods that are highly related to our proposed
methods.

Given a set of data samples = ⋯ ∈ ×⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ X x x x, , , N
d N

1 2 , where ∈xi
d,

N is the number of data points, and d is the feature dimension. Let
fri denote the r-th feature of the i-th sample xi. Denote the mean of

the r-th feature as μ = ∑ = fr N i
N

ri
1

1 . As a simple unsupervised method,
Laplacian Score (LS) prefers features with larger variances as well
as stronger locality preserving ability. A key assumption in Lapla-
cian Score is that the data points from the same class should be
close to each other. The Laplacian score of the r-th feature denoted
as LSr , which should be minimized, is computed as follows [48]:
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Here D is a diagonal matrix and = ∑ =D Sii j
N

ij1 , where Sij is defined by
the neighborhood relationship between samples xi and xj as fol-
lows:
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where s is a constant to be set.
As another unsupervised feature ranking algorithm, Sparsity

Score is recently proposed, where a l1 graph adjacency structure is
used to guide the feature selection process. Give a training data
set, an l1 graph represented by a sparse reconstruction weight
matrix S is first constructed via sparse representation [49–51],
where the element of S define the similarity between any pair of
samples. Then, based on the matrix S , the Sparsity Score (denoted
as SS-1) of the r-th feature ( SSr

1), which should be minimized, as
follows:
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where ŝi j, is the entry of the sparse reconstruction weight matrix S
constructed using all data points. By minimizing SSr

1, features that
can best respect the pre-defined l1 graph structure are regarded as
being more discriminative.

Then, by considering the variance information in a specific
feature space, another Sparsity Score (denoted as SS-2) of the r-th
feature (SSr

2) is defined as
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In Eqs. (3) and (4), we prefer features that can best preserve the
l1 graph structure and those with large variance that have stronger
representative ability. That is, with smaller reconstruction error
(i.e. to preserve the l1 graph structure), as well as larger variance
for r-th feature, Sparsity scores tend to be small that means the
feature would be more important.

2.2. Effective distance

Many feature selection algorithms depend on calculating dis-
tances between samples, e.g., Laplacian Score (LS) [48], Constraint
Score (CS) [17], and Sparsity Score (SS) [49]. Some recent works
[52] further investigate Hausdorff distance in group-wise match-
ing. In general, Euclidean distance is usually used to measure the
similarity between samples, based on which a unidirectional
network can be constructed (represented by using a connectivity
matrix P). Since the Euclidean distance can only reflect the mag-
nitude of similarity between two samples, it cannot represent the
underlying dynamic structure information in data, which could
lead to sub-optimal learning performance in subsequent learning
tasks. Recently, a probabilistically motivated effective distance is
proposed, which is shown reliable in predicting disease arrival
times in the context of global air-traffic–mediated epidemics [28],
by considering the dynamic structure information of data.

Regardless of the structural complexity of the underlying net-
work, the key idea of effective distance is that the dynamic
structure of data is dominated by a set of most probable paths,
which can derived from the connectivity matrix P. Such hypoth-
esis is analogous to the fact that the smallest resistor dominates a
strongly heterogeneous electrical network with parallel conduct-
ing lines. Let Pmn ( ≤ ≤P0 1mn ) denote the fraction of travelers that
leave node n and arrive at node m. Then, the effective distance Emn

from a node n to a connected node m is defined as

= ( − ) ≥ ( )E P1 log 1 5mn mn

The effective distance defined in Eq. (5) reflects the idea that a
small fraction of traffic →n m is effectively equivalent to a large
distance, and vice versa. It is worth noting that Eq. (5) defines a
quasi-distance, which is generally asymmetric (i.e., ≠E Emn nm). Such
asymmetric characteristic is similar to a road network of one-way
streets, where the shortest distance from A to B may differ from
the one from B to A. Hence, such asymmetry captures the effect
that a randomly seeded disease in a peripheral node of the net-
work has a higher probability of being transmitted to a well-
connected hub than vice versa. As shown in [28], by using effective
distance, patterns that have complex spatiotemporal structure in
the conventional geographic perspective turn into regular, wave-
like solutions reminiscent of simple reaction-diffusion systems.
This permits the definition of effective epidemic wave fronts,
propagation speeds, and the reliable estimation of epidemic arrival
times, based on the knowledge of the underlying connectivity
network. In other words, effective distance can reveal hidden
pattern geometry of data, compared to conventional geographic
distance. Intuitively, using such effective distance in feature se-
lection methods may help in finding the most discriminative
features in data. To the best of our knowledge, no previous studies
have used such effective distance for feature selection.
3. Proposed method

In this section, we first propose a sparse representation-based
method to compute the effective distance, and then develop three
novel unsupervised filter-type feature selection methods by using
such effective distance.

3.1. Sparse representation-based effective distance

As mentioned in Section 2, the effective distance relies on a
bidirectional network, which is represented by an asymmetric
connectivity matrix P (i.e., the magnitude of Pmn is not necessarily
equal to that of Pnm). To obtain such connectivity matrix, we resort
to sparse representation that is proven robust to noisy, and help
eliminate the negative effect of noisy features for subsequent
feature selection process [50,51,53,54].

As an extension to traditional signal representations such as
Wavelet and Fourier representations, sparse representation has been
applied extensively in pattern recognition and signal processing
[50,51,54–58]. Let = ⋯ ∈ ×⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ X x x, , N

d N
1 denote the data matrix, where

∈xn
d represents a sample with d-dimensional features. Specifically,

sparse representation aims to represent each x using as fewer entries
of X as possible, which can be expressed formally as follows:

=
( )

p x Xpmin , s. t.
6p

0

where ∈p N is the coefficient vector, and p 0 is the pseudo-l0 norm
denoting the number of non-zero components in p. However, to find
the sparsest solution of Eq. (6) is NP-hard, and it can be approxi-
mately solved by the following:

= ( )p x Xpmin , s. t. 7s
1

where p 1 is the l1 norm of p. It has been proven that the solution of
l1 norm minimization problem is equal to that of l0 norm mini-
mization problem, provided that the solution p is sparse enough
[59,60]. The problem in Eq. (7) can be solved by standard linear
programming [56].

Recently, researchers in [61] construct a sparse reconstructive
weight matrix based on a Modified Sparse Representation (MSR)
framework, and show such a matrix helps to obtain more compact
representation of data. Specifically, a sparse reconstructive weight
vector pi for each xi can be obtained by solving the following
modified l1 minimization problem [56]:

= =
( )

p x Xp pmin s. t. ,1 1
8p

i i i
T

i1
i

where =[ … … ]− +p p p p p, , ,0, ,i i i i i i i N
T

,1 , 1 , 1 , is an N-dimensional vector in
which the i-th element is equal to zero implying that xi is removed
from X . The element ( ≠p j ii j, ) denotes the contribution of each xj

to reconstruct xi, and ∈1 N is a vector of all ones.
For each sample xi, we can compute the reconstructive weight

vector pi, and then get the sparse reconstructive weight matrix
∈ ×P N N:

=[ ⋯ ] ( )P p p p, , , 9N
T

1 2

where ( )= ⋯p i N1, ,i is the optimal solution of Eq. (8). It is worth
noting that the discriminative information can be naturally
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preserved in the matrix P , even if no class label information is
used. The reason is that the non-zero entries in pi usually corre-
spond to the samples from the same class, which implies that pi
may help to distinguish that class from the others. After obtaining
the reconstruction weight matrix P through Eq. (9), the l1 graph
including both graph adjacency structure and affinity weights
matrix can be simultaneously determined from P .

In many real-world problems, the constraint =x Xpi i does not
always hold. To overcome this problem, two modified objective
functions are presented [50,61]. The first one is as follows:

δ− < =
( )

p x Xp ps tmin , . . ,1 1
10p

i i i
T

i1
i

where δ is the error tolerance. It can be seen that the optimal
solution of Eq. (10) reflects some intrinsic geometric properties,
e.g. invariant to translation and rotation. The second extension can
be expressed as follows:

=
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where ti is a d-dimensional vector incorporated as a reconstructive
compensation term. The optimal solution of Eq. (11) is also in-
variant to translations, but the invariance to rotation and re-scal-
ing does not rigorously hold. In this way, we can obtain a bidir-
ectional connectivity matrix P via Eq. (9).

By using the connectivity matrix P constructed via sparse re-
presentation, we can compute the effective distance matrix

{ }=
=

ED EDij i j

N

, 1
according to Eq. (5). With this new distance, we

can obtain an effective distance-based similarity ma-

trix { }=
=

ES ESij i j

N

, 1
that defines the similarity among samples. Here,

the element ESij is defined as follows

= ( )λ−ES e 12ij

EDij
2

where λ is a bandwidth parameter. Our approach is based on the
idea of replacing conventional Euclidean distance by a measure of
effective distance derived from the underlying bi-directional
connectivity network. On the other hand, the effective distance-
based similarity matrix ESactually defines a graph structure for
data, where one node denotes a specific sample and a weighted
edge is represented by an entry in matrix ES .

3.2. Effective distance-based feature selection

In the following, we introduce our effective distance-based
feature selection methods, including 1) Effective Distance-based
Laplacian Score (EDLS), 2) Effective Distance-based Sparsity Score-
1 (EDSS-1), and 3) Effective Distance-based Sparsity Score-2
(EDSS-2).

Given an effective distance-based similarity matrix ES with
element ESij defining the similarity between the i-th and the j-th
samples, the effective distance-based Laplacian Score of the r-th
feature, denoted as EDLSr that should be minimized, is computed
as follows:
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where D is a diagonal matrix and = ∑ =D ESii j
N

ij1 , and μr is the mean
of the r-th feature among all samples.

Similarly, the effective distance-based Sparsity Score-1 (EDSS-
1) and the effective distance-based Sparsity Score-2 (EDSS-2) of
the r-th feature (denoted as EDSSr

1 and EDSSr
2, respectively) are

defined as follows:
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where ESij is the entry of the effective distance-based similarity
matrix ES. Similar to Sparsity Score [49], by minimizing EDSSr

1

( EDSSr
2), features that can best respect the pre-defined effective

distance-based graph structure are regarded as being more dis-
criminative. In Algorithm 1, we list the details of our proposed
effective distance-based feature selection algorithm.

Algorithm 1. Learning Algorithm for Effective Distance-based
Feature Selection.

Input: The training data ={ } =X xi i
N

1.
Initialize: The bandwidth parameter λ.

Step 1. Construct the sparse reconstruction coefficient matrix
∈ ×P N N , and normalize each column of P to [0, 1].

Step 2. Compute the effective distance matrix ED¼1� log(P).

Step 3. Construct the effective distance-based similarity matrix
ES, with element ESij is computed according to Eq. (12).

Step 4. Using S, we compute the effective distance-based Lapla-
cian Score (EDLS), effective distance-based Sparsity Scores (i.e.,
EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) via Eqs. (13),–,(15).

Step 5. Rank features according to EDLS, EDSS-1 and EDSS-2 in
ascending order, respectively.

Output: Feature ranking lists.

3.3. Computational complexity analysis

Now we analyze the computational complexity of Algorithm 1.
There are three main steps in Algorithm 1: 1) Step 1 constructs the
bi-directional connectivity matrix P via sparse representation
using Eq. (10) or Eq. (11), requiring O(N2) operations given N data
points; 2) Step computes the effective distance matrix ED using
Eq. (5), which needs O(N2) operations; 3) Step 3 calculates the
effective distance-based similarity matrix ES , which needs O(N2)
operations; 4) Step 4 evaluates d features requiring O(dN) opera-
tions for EDLS, and O(dN2) operations for both EDSS-1 and EDSS-2;
(5) Step 5 ranks d features that needs O(d log d) operations. Hence,
the overall time complexity of Algorithm 1 is O(dmax(N, log d)) for
the proposed EDLS method, and O(dmax(N2, log d)) for both EDSS-
1 and EDSS-2 methods.
4. Experiments

4.1. Data sets

First, we evaluate our proposed methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1,
and EDSS-2) on ten data sets from UCI machine learning re-
pository [62]. The proposed method is also used for recognition
and tested on two well-known face image data sets, i.e. the Yale
Face [63] and the ORL Face [64]. The statistics of data sets used in
our experiments are summarized in Table 1.

Specifically, the Yale face data set contains 165 gray-scale
images of 15 persons, 11 images per person. Images for each per-
son are taken at different facial expressions or configurations. The
size of each cropped image is 32�32 pixels, with 256 grey levels
per pixel. Thus, each image is represented by a feature vector by a



Table 1
Characteristics of data sets used in the experiments.

Data set # class # instance # feature

Anneal 5 898 90
Breast Tissue 6 106 9
Colic 2 368 60
Ecoli 8 336 7
Glass 6 214 9
Hepatitis 2 155 19
Sonar 2 208 60
Wdbc 2 569 30
Wine 3 178 13
Zoo 7 101 17
Yale Face 15 165 1024
ORL Face 40 400 1024
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1024-dimensionality. No further preprocessing is done. Fig. 2
(a) shows the 11 images for one of these 15 persons. The clustering
experiments are based on the K-means algorithms. This process
along with the corresponding classifier learning is repeated 10
times. The ORL face data set contains 400 gray-scale images of 40
distinct persons, 10 different images per person. For some subjects,
the images were taken at different times, varying the lighting,
facial expressions (open/closed eyes, smiling/not smiling) and fa-
cial details (glasses/no glasses). All the images were taken against
a dark homogeneous background with the subjects in an upright,
frontal position (with tolerance for some side movement), with
sample images shown in Fig. 2(b). Similar to the Yale face data-
base, we resize each image in the ORL face data set to 32 ×32
pixels.

4.2. Experiment design

We empirically evaluate the performance of our proposed
methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) in both unsupervised and
supervised learning contexts. Specifically, there are two groups of
experiments, where the first one is to use feature selection for
unsupervised clustering tasks, and the second one is to perform
supervised classification tasks by using different feature selection
methods. It is worth noting that the bandwidth parameter λ in Eq.
(2) for Laplacian Score (LS), as well as that in Eq. (12) our proposed
EDLS method, is set as the mean distance among all training
samples without any extra explanation. We will further investigate
the influence of this parameter on our method in Section 4.5.

4.2.1. Clustering experiment setting
For the clustering experiments, we use the K-means algorithms

to perform clustering. To be specific, for each given number K, K
classes were randomly selected from the face data set. This process
was repeated 10 times (except for K is equal to the real cluster
number) and the average performance was computed. For each
test (given K classes), specific unsupervised feature selection
Fig. 2. Sample images in (a) Yale Face data set, and
algorithms (e.g., EDLS, EDSS-1 and EDSS-2) are used to select the
features. The K-means was then performed in the selected feature
subspace. Again, the K-means is repeated 10 times with different
initializations and the best result in terms of the objective function
of K-means was recorded.

By utilizing different feature selection algorithms, we select a
feature subset that is most useful for discriminating different
classes. Then clustering is performed in such a subspace. To be
specific, firstly, a specific feature selection algorithm (e.g., Var, LS,
SS-1, SS-2) are used to select the most discriminative features.
Secondly, we utilize the K-means algorithm to perform clustering
with the selected feature subspace. The K-means clustering pro-
cess is repeated for 10 times with different initializations and the
best results in terms the objective function of K-means was re-
corded. It is worth noting the initialization is the same for different
algorithms for fair comparison. Meanwhile, we have compared the
proposed methods with Baselines (i.e., the clustering results
without any feature selection procedure).

By comparing the obtained label of each data points of K-means
algorithm with that provided by the data corpus, the clustering
result can be evaluated. The F-Score metric [65] is used to measure
the clustering performance. Given a clustering result, the F-Score
is defined as follows:

− = × ×
+ ( )F Score

2 Precision Recall
Precision Recall 16

where Precision and Recall are two measure criteria. Here, the
Precision and the Recall are defined as follows:

=
+ ( )
N

N N
Precision

17
1

1 2

=
+ ( )
N

N N
Recall

18
1

1 3

where N1 is the number of sample pairs which are clustered cor-
rectly, N2 is the number of sample pairs which belong to the dif-
ferent classes but are clustered into the same class, and N3 is the
number of sample pairs which belong to the same class but are
clustered into different classes.

4.2.2. Classification experiment setting
In the classification experiments, we adopt a 5-fold cross vali-

dation strategy to compute the classification accuracy. To be spe-
cific, we first partition the whole data set into 5 subsets (each
subset with roughly equal size), and each time one of these sub-
sets is utilized as the test set while the other 4 subsets are com-
bined together to be the training set. In addition, to determine the
number of optimal feature dimensions in each fold, we further
perform feature selection via an inner cross-validation on training
data (i.e., another 5-fold cross-validation is performed on training
data). Then, the mean and the standard deviation of classification
(b) ORL Face data set (a) Yale Face (b) ORL Face.
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accuracies on the test set using such optimal feature subset are
reported. Meanwhile, the classification accuracy on the test set
without any feature selection (i.e. using original features) is used
as the Baseline. Finally, the 1-Nearest-Neighborhood (1-N-N)
classifier is utilized to perform classification by using those se-
lected features.

4.3. Results of clustering experiments

In this group of experiments, we validate the efficacy of pro-
posed methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1, EDSS-2) in an unsupervised
problem setting, in comparison to several well-known un-
supervised feature selection methods, including Variance (VS) [8],
Laplacian Score (LS) [48], Sparsity Score-1 (SS-1) and Sparsity
Score-2 (SS-2) [49]. The performance of a specific feature selection
method is measured by the F-score based on the selected features
on the training data. Specifically, for a specific feature selection
method, we first select the first m features from the ranking list of
features generated by corresponding algorithms, where m is the
desired number of selected features specified as m¼{1,2,…, d} in
the experiments. Then, we report the highest classification result
as well the number of selected features. It is worth noting that the
cluster number in this set of experiments is given in accordance
with the true class number of a specific data set, if without extra
explanations.

In Table 2, we report the clustering results using K-means al-
gorithm, where the Baseline is achieved by using all features (i.e.,
without any feature selection process). The meaning of the sym-
bols in the term ‘a7b’ is as follows: ‘a’ and ‘b’ denote the mean
and the variance of F-score among 10 times, respectively. Note that
the best results are shown in boldface. Then, in Fig. 3, we plot the
clustering result vs. the number of selected features on the Breast
Tissue and the Wine data sets, achieved by our proposed effective
distance-based methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) and their
conventional counterparts (i.e., LS, SS-1, and SS-2).

From Table 2, we can see four main points. First, our proposed
effective distance-based feature selection methods (i.e., EDLS,
EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) usually achieve the overall better perfor-
mances than their conventional counterparts (i.e., LS, SS-1, and SS-
2). For example, on the Zoo data set, the F-score achieved by the
proposed EDSS-2 approach is 0.7784, while the best accuracy of
SS-2 is only 0.7334. Second, our proposed EDSS-2 method often
performs better than EDLS and EDSS-1. For example, EDSS-2
achieves the best results in 7 out of 10 data sets. It indicates that
the effective distance is important in guiding the process of feature
selection. From Fig. 3, we can see again that our proposed effective
distance-based methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) achieve
the overall best performances using smaller number of selected
features, in comparison to LS, SS-1 and SS-2. For example, on the
Breast Tissue data set, our proposed EDLS method achieves much
higher F-score than LS.
Table 2
Clustering results of different unsupervised feature selection methods.

Data set Baseline VS LS SS-1

Anneal 0.554970.1269 0.622670.1269 0.748170.1269 0.749670.1
Breast Tissue 0.356270.0704 0.358370.0067 0.436470.0458 0.357770.0
Colic 0.539770.0636 0.563370.0541 0.561570.0512 0.672570.0
Ecoli 0.519970.0347 0.519970.0648 0.525370.0529 0.519970.0
Glass 0.432470.0497 0.469070.0422 0.461370.0365 0.458470.0
Hepatitis 0.685870.0663 0.717370.0663 0.710070.0663 0.698270.0
Sonar 0.502170.0213 0.557070.0213 0.520870.0150 0.523770.0
Wdbc 0.787870.0822 0.787870.0859 0.787870.0971 0.787870.0
Wine 0.586170.0843 0.594170.0843 0.587970.0243 0.587170.0
Zoo 0.685670.1012 0.685670.0927 0.720970.0862 0.729070.0
Average 0.565170.0701 0.587570.0645 0.606070.0602 0.608370.0
In addition, we report the clustering results of image recogni-
tion on both the Yale and the ORL face data sets using K-means
algorithm in Fig. 4. From Fig. 4, one can observe that our proposed
methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) usually outperform the
compared methods in two image clustering tasks. Especially, as
shown in Fig. 4(a), EDSS-2 achieves much higher F-score than
Baseline, VS, LS, SS-1 and SS-2. At the same time, the proposed
EDLS, EDSS-1 and EDSS-2 methods consistently outperform their
conventional counterparts (i.e., LS, SS-1, and SS-2), respectively.

Furthermore, we investigate the influence of cluster numbers
on the clustering performance. In Fig. 5, we report the results on
the ORL Face data set with different cluster numbers. As can be
seen from Fig. 5, the proposed EDLS, EDSS-1 and EDSS-2 methods
consistently outperform their conventional counterparts (i.e., LS,
SS-1, and SS-2) with the increase of the cluster number. The reason
may be that feature selection methods based on effective distance
can help find more discriminative features than methods using
conventional distance measures.

4.4. Results of classification experiments

In the second group of experiments, we evaluate our proposed
methods in classification tasks. For fair comparison, we first
compare our methods with several unsupervised feature selection
methods (including VS, LS, SS-1, and SS-2), with results reported in
Table 3. In Fig. 6, we further plot the curves of classification ac-
curacy vs. number of selected features on two UCI data sets.

From Table 3, we can see that the performances of EDLS, EDSS-
1 and EDSS-2 are superior to those of Var, LS, SS-1, SS-2 and
Baseline in most data sets. It is worth noting that the proposed
EDSS-2 method achieves much higher averaged accuracies than
those of the other seven methods. From Fig. 6, one can see that the
proposed EDLS, EDSS-1 and EDSS-2 usually outperform LS, SS-1,
and SS-2, respectively. It validates the efficacy of the proposed
methods using effective distance measure.
5. Discussion

In this work, we propose a sparse representation-based effec-
tive distance computation method. The main advantage of our
method is that such distance measure can reflect the global and
dynamic property of data. Also, we further develop three effective
distance-based unsupervised feature selection methods, by re-
placing traditional Euclidean distance with the proposed effective
distance. It is worth noting that, as a general similarity measure
metric, the proposed effective distance can also be used in many
other domains, such as dimension reduction [66,67] and graph-
based learning methods [27]. In what follows, we will first com-
pare our methods with several state-of-the-art methods, and then
discuss the influence of parameter on the learning performance.
SS-2 EDLS EDSS-1 EDSS-2

269 0.756370.1621 0.749870.1269 0.756370.1591 0.762770.1621
564 0.356270.0034 0.454270.0458 0.447770.0067 0.460270.0033
636 0.656870.0526 0.682370.0512 0.693070.0456 0.701870.0510
648 0.520770.0529 0.535270.0529 0.534670.0529 0.529970.0648
365 0.452570.0365 0.486870.0422 0.457570.0387 0.480870.0462
499 0.800270.0717 0.704570.0542 0.801370.0717 0.801570.0500
364 0.607070.0364 0.599870.0175 0.603170.0213 0.609270.0169
859 0.841270.0217 0.826970.0717 0.787870.0084 0.828770.0098
064 0.594270.0243 0.644270.0243 0.664770.0843 0.686270.0064
798 0.733470.1165 0.776970.0862 0.755670.0927 0.778470.0890
607 0.631970.0578 0.646170.0573 0.651670.0637 0.663970.0499



Fig. 3. Clustering results achieved by effective distance-based methods and their conventional counterparts on (a) Breast Tissue data set, and (b) Wine data set.

Fig. 4. Clustering results achieved by different methods on (a) Yale Face data set (15 clusters), and (b) ORL Face data set (40 clusters).
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Fig. 5. Clustering results using different cluster numbers on ORL Face data set.
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Table 3
Classification results of different unsupervised feature selection methods.

Data set Baseline VS LS SS-1 SS-2 EDLS EDSS-1 EDSS-2

Anneal 0.887570.0025 0.896070.0101 0.897370.0066 0.895570.0095 0.954070.0207 0.922870.0347 0.954970.0446 0.984870.0112
Breast Tissue 0.530870.0532 0.530870.0496 0.530870.0462 0.534670.0496 0.530870.0465 0.638570.0411 0.619270.0445 0.642370.0396
Colic 0.642470.0364 0.647870.0216 0.667470.0296 0.728370.0452 0.651170.0334 0.754370.0351 0.739170.0548 0.738070.0568
Ecoli 0.726570.0155 0.726570.0299 0.726570.0299 0.726570.0299 0.726570.0284 0.739870.0227 0.739870.0227 0.748270.0145
Glass 0.699070.0156 0.699070.0230 0.699070.0230 0.699070.0230 0.699070.0311 0.718170.0155 0.718170.0155 0.718170.0155
Hepatitis 0.672770.0351 0.672770.0571 0.688370.0677 0.672770.0571 0.792270.0289 0.763670.0611 0.766270.0539 0.794870.0142
Sonar 0.735970.0108 0.739870.0129 0.739870.0143 0.741770.0169 0.753470.0200 0.774870.0143 0.761270.0279 0.780670.0323
Wdbc 0.907070.0116 0.907070.0138 0.907770.0136 0.907070.0138 0.919070.0116 0.926870.0123 0.907770.0136 0.915570.0050
Wine 0.702370.0532 0.704570.0431 0.704570.0498 0.704570.0498 0.740970.0208 0.804570.0858 0.850070.0913 0.865970.0520
Zoo 0.930670.0175 0.934770.0271 0.938870.0289 0.938870.0289 0.942970.0327 0.942970.0238 0.938870.0316 0.930670.0208
Average 0.743570.0251 0.745970.0288 0.750070.0310 0.754970.0323 0.771070.0274 0.798670.0346 0.799570.0400 0.811970.0262
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5.1. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods

We compare our methods with several state-of-the-art supervised
feature selection methods: 1) Fisher Score (FS) [8], 2) Constraint Score
(CS) [17], 3) SVM-RFE (RFE) [68] Fisher-Markov selector with linear
kernel (LFS) [35]. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 7. As can
be seen from Fig. 7, our proposed effective distance-based feature
selection methods perform better than the compared methods in
6 out of 10 data sets. These results demonstrate that our proposed
unsupervised feature selection methods can achieve comparative or
better results, compared with several supervised methods.

5.2. Influence of parameter

In our proposed effective distance computation method, there
is a bandwidth parameter to be tuned (i.e., λ) in Eq. (12). In this
section, we discuss the influences of parameters on the clustering
performances of our methods. In Fig. 8, we plot the curves of
classification accuracies as a function of the bandwidth parameter
(i.e., λ) on both the Breast Tissue and the Wine data sets.
Fig. 6. Classification results using conventional distance and effectiv
From Fig. 8(a)-(b), we can clearly see the performances of the
proposed methods (i.e., EDLS, EDSS-1, and EDSS-2) are generally
stable with respect to the different values of λ. At the same time,
the proposed EDSS-2 consistently outperforms EDLS and EDSS-1
with the increase of parameter value. These results illustrate that
our proposed effective distance-based methods are not sensitive to
the bandwidth parameter.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a set of effective distance-based
feature selection methods, where a probabilistically motivated
effective distance is used to measure the similarity between a pair
of samples. To be specific, we first propose a sparse representa-
tion-based algorithm to compute the effective distance. Then,
three new filter-type unsupervised feature selection methods
using effective distance are developed, including an effective dis-
tance-based Laplacian Score (EDLS), and two effective distance-
based Sparsity Scores (EDSS-1, and EDSS-2). Experimental results
e distance on (a) Breast Tissue data set, and (b) Wine data set.



Fig. 7. Comparision with supervised feature selection methods on ten UCI data sets.

Fig. 8. Clustering results by varying the bandwidth parameter on (a) Breast Tissue, and (b) Wine data sets.
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of clustering and classification tasks on a series of benchmark data
sets demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed methods, compared
with methods using conventional Euclidean distance. It is worth
noting that the proposed sparse representation-based effective
distance computation method can also be used in dimension re-
duction and spectral clustering, which will be our future work.
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